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SUMMARY 

This article investigates the robustness aspects of binary variance 
balanced block designs against interchange of a pair of treatments in two 
blocks of the design using connectedness and relative efficiency criterion. 
The different classes of binary variance balanced block (VBD) designs viz. 
randomised complete block designs, balanced incomplete block designs, 
non-proper unequircplicated VBD's of Kageyama [12] and non-proper 
equireplicated VIm's of Gupta and Jones [7] have been found robust. 
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1. Introduction 

During the course of the layout of a planned experiment, each of the pair 
of experimental units belonging to different blocks may receive, by accident, 
treatment originally designated for the other i.e., interchange of treatments may 
occur. Such discrepancy was frrst reported by Pearce [16]. Gomez and 
Gomez [6] have listed this type of error among mechanical errors while 
Pearce [17] has tenlled this as an error in the application of the treatments. 
Pearce [16] has discussed the analysis of an experiment in randomised complete 
block (ReB) design with interchange of treatments occuring in two of its 
replications. The design may loose its optimal properties under such 
disturbances. For example, the BIB design (1,2); (2,3); (1,3) results into a 
disconnected design when treatment 1 in block 1 gets interchange with treatment 
2 in block 2. Hence, it is desirable to study the robustness of block designs 
against interchange of two treatments. Several studies have been undertaken 
on the robustness of block designs against (1) missing observation(s) 
(2) prescnce of outlier(s) (3) model inadequacy and (4) presence of systematic 
trends among obscrvations within a block. For an uptodate bibliography and 
review one may refer to Dey et al. [4]. Other important references are 
Kageyama [13], [14], Mukcrjee and Kageyama [15], Bhaumik and 
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Whittinghill [11. Gupta and Srivastava [81 and Dey [3]. From the pcrsual of 
literature it appears that nO work has been undertaken to study the robustness 
of block designs against the interchange of the treatments. III this article. the 
robustness of certain classes of binary variauce balanced block designs against 
tJle interchange of a pair of treatments in two blocks has been studied using 
the criteria (l) connectedness property (Ghosh [5]) of the resulting design 
(2) Relative efficiency (John [10]) of the resulting design with respect to the 
original design. 

For the present investigation. under general binary block design set UI) 

we have obtained the illfonnation matrix e* of the resulting design (d*) in 
tenus of the original design in Section 2. The eigenvalues of e* when d is 
binary variance balanced block design have been obtained in Section 3. The 
robustness of ReB designs. BIB designs. non-proper equireplicated binary 
variance balanced block designs of Gupta and Jones [7] and non-proper and 
uncquireplicated designs of Kageyama [12] has been investigated in Section 4. 

2. lmerchallge ojTrealmellls in a General Block Design 

Consider a binary block design dE D(v. b. r, k) in which v treatments 
are allotted to experimental units arranged in b blocks with block size vector 
k' = (k l ••••,kb) and replication vector r' == (rl' ...• r). Let N = «nij» be a 

v x b incidence matrix. The v x v illfonllatioll matrix 

(2.1) 

where R == diag(rl...., r) and K == diag (kl' .... kb). For a cOllnected block 

design Rank (C) == v -1. We shall denote the v treatments in the design d as 
1. 2...., v and b blocks as 1, 2, ... , b. Let treatment il in block jl be interchanged 

with treatment ~ in block jz. When i l = ~ or jl = jz' the design remains 

unaltered. The only case of interest would be when il ::t: ~ and jl ::t: h. Without 

loss of generality let us asswlle Ulat il = jl = 1 and iz = jz = 2. We shall 

dellote the resulting design by d*, the two treatments 1 and 2 involved in the 
interchange as Ule affected treatments and oUler (v - 2) treatments as unaffected 
treatments. Similarly tJle two blocks involved ill the interchange of Ule 
treatments are tenned as the affected blocks and other (b - 2) blocks as 
unaffected blocks. 

In order to investigate Ule possible fonus of N*. the incidence matrix of 
d", we re-write the incidence matrix N WiUI elements 0, 1 of design d as 

(2.2) 
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(2.3) 

Xl = 1 if treabnent 2 is present in block 1 

= 0 otherwise 

X:z = 1 if treabnent 1 is present in block 2 

= 0 otherwise 

Ut = (v - 2) x 1 incidence vector of (v - 2) unaffected treatments in block 
t (t = 1,2) 

TIlUS, depending upon the incidence of interchanged treabnents in the two 
affected blocks, we have the following four possible cases for the choice of 
affected blocks. 

Case I Case II Case III Case IV 

(2.4)[:J [1. ] [1. ] [:J 

[!] [1,] [1,] [1,] 


Remark 2.1: 

2.1.1. When affected blocks are of equal sizes, tben, Case III and Case IV 
are identical in the sense tbat one case can be obtained from the other simply 
by the renumbering of treabnentsand blocks. 

2.1.2. III a given block design, it may not always be possible to have 
all the fOllr cboices of the affected blocks e.g. for a BIB design d(v, b, r, k, 
A.) with A. = 1. it is 110t possible to have a pair of affected blocks for Case II. 

Let c be the total number of common treatments in the two affected blocks 
of which P is the llumber of unaffected treatments, thus Of I 0 1 = c and 

U'l u1 = p. These v treaUrlents can be grouped as given ill Table 2.1. 

~ -~-- -------------- --- --
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Table 2.1 

Group Nature ofgrouping 	 No. of treatments 

1. 	 Affected treatments 2 

2. 	 Common unaffected treatments in the affected p 

blocks 


3. 	 Unaffected treatments in block t and not in c -1 + x2(= Vt), saykt 
block 2 

4. 	 Unaffected treatments in block 2 and not in c - 1 + xt (= 'v2)' say~ 
block 1 

S. 	 Treatments neither occuring in block 1 nor in v - kl - ~ + c(= vo)' say 
block 2 

Here, Vo + VI + v2 + P = V - 2. Without loss of generality, after suitably 

remuubering of treatments if necessary, the vectors n •• D1. defined ill (2.3) call 

be written as 

01 = [1 XI l'p l'y O'y O'y]'
120 

01 = lX2 1 1'pO'y l'y O'vl' 
120 

(2.5) 

The rows of Nand N* defined in (2.2) are also rearranged according 
to the arrangement of treatments in vectors 0, and 02 in (2.5). We have the 

following results. 

Lemma 2.1: With N, Nt' 0. and 02 defined in (2.2), up u2 as defined in 

(2.3), the following relations hold 

(i) 0'1 01 = kl ;o'ln2;:: k1 

(ii)u'lul = k1-l-xl; u'2 u2 = k2 -1-x1 

(iii) 0'1 02 = u',u:z+x,+x2,i.e.,c;:: P+Xl+X2 	 (2.6) 

(iv)NK-'N' = (010'llk:l)+(n2n'ik2)+NlKilN'l 

where K. = diag (kJ , k4' ... , kb) 

Thus the incidence matrix N" of the resulting design d* can he written 
as 

N* = [ol-el +e2 0:z-e2+ el Nil (27) 

where e, '" (1 0 O'v_2)'; = (0 1 0'1.1_2)'e2 

~~~~~--------- ...-- ....~---.-
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The parameters of d* are same as that of d, with incidcnce matrix as 
given in (2.7). Thus, thc in[onnatioll matrix of d* is 

(2.8) 

Using Lenuna 2.1, it can easily be seen that 

c" = C-A (2.9) 

where 

-lIkl + (2xl + 1)1k2 -x/k l xtk2 

A = - x11k 1 - x21k2 (2x l + l)1k1 -11k2 
[ - ullk, + uik2 ullk t -uik2 

For further investigation, we sball asslIme design d to be a binary variance 
balanced block design. 

3. Eigenvalues ofC* 

For a connected binary variance balanced block design 
de D(v, b, r, k), the infonnation matrix is C = fJ.[I - (l/v) Iv I'v]' where fJ. is 

unique non-zero eigenvalue of C. Hence the infonnation matrix of d* using 
(29) is 

(3.1) 

Tbe eigenvalues of A defined in (2.9) are 

(i) = 0 with multiplicity (v - 2)00 

(ii) 01 = a. + (ai + a2)112 

(iii) 02 = a. - (ai + a2)112 (3.2) 

where a, = xlk~' +x2t; I and ~ = (xlk~ 1_ x2t; Ii - (k~ 1_ t; I) ~ +2a 

~ = {(a2 + l)k:il - (2Xl + I)kj'l} and 

a = (k. -1 - x.)ki 2 + (k2-1 - X2)ki 2 2(e - Xl - X2)ki'ki 1 

It is seen that C and A commute and thus the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1: The eigenvalues of information matrix C* (3.1) are 

(i) 0 with multiplicity one 
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(ii) e; = ~l with multiplicity (v -3) 

(iii) ei = p - e1 and 

(iv) e; = p - e2 

Thcrcfore, efficicncy (E) of d* relative to d, is thc ratio of hannonic mean 
of non-zcro eigcnvalues of C* to that of C and givcn by 

(v - 3) ei e; 
(3.3) 

We shall now study the robustness of valious classes of binary variance 
balanced block designs against interchange of two trcatmcnts bctwecn two 
differcnt blocks. 

4. Particular Cases 

4.1 Randomiscd Complctc Block Designs 

For a RCB dcsign with v trcatmcnts and r replications, the unique nOll-zero 
eigenvalue of C is r with multiplicity v-I. Then the non-zero eigenvalues 
of C* of d* using Theorem 3.1 are 

(i) 0 with multiplicity one 

(ii) e; = ei = r with multiplicity (v - 2) and (4.1) 

(iii) e; = r - 41v 

Therefore, d* is connected if r :t 41v. Hence we have the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4.1: Randomised complete block designs (except with r = 2 and 
v = 2) are robust against the interchange of a pair of treatments in two blocks 
according to connectedness criterion. 

The efficiency (E) of d* relative to d is obtained using (3.3) and (4.1). 
The efficiencies of RCB designs with parameters satisfying 2:::; v :::; 15, 
2:::; r:::; 15 and 4 < n :::; 60 have been worked out. It is observed that this 
efficiency increased with increase of either v or r. The frequency distribution 
of these designs for various ranges of efficiencies is presented in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 

Range of 0.33 0.50 0.70 0.80 0.90 ~0.95 

efficiencies -0.70 0.80 -0.90 -0.95 

No. of 
designs 

4 5 12 15 66 

For designs with v ~ 8 the efficiency is greater than 95%. The minimum 
number of replications required for the efficiency to be more than 95% in case 
of RCB designs with 2 < v < 8 are as given in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 

3 4 5 6 7 

13 7 5 4 3 

TIlliS, using efficiency criterion, RCB designs are robust against 
interchange of treatments for v ~ 8. For v < 8, it is robust if Illunber of 
replications is greater than or equal to as given in Table 4.2. 

4.2 Balanced Incomplete Block Designs 

Consider d, a BIB design with parameters v, b, r, k, /.. and the illfonnatioll 
matrix C witb uni(1ue non-zero eigenvalue as h/k with multiplicity v-I. Using 
Thcorem 3.1, the llon-zero eigenvalues of C* are 

0) e;::::: h/k with multiplicity v - 3 

(ii) e;::::: /..v/k [(x. + x2) + 2(k c - 1 + XI + XJlilVk 

(iii) 9; = h/k -(XI + x2) - 2(k - c - 1+ XI + Xil2Vk 

We shall study in sequcl tbe robustness aspects of BIB design d lIsing 
various criteria. 

Connectedness Criterion 

For studying the cOllnectedness of d*, we shall examine the stmcture of 
C*. Substituting k j ;;; ~ ::::: k in (2.9). the C* can be written as 

kC*::::: [P (4.2)Q]Q' S 
where 

/..(v - 1) - 2x2
P 2x2- [ -~+x +x 

I\. I 2 
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-Al' ] -(A-OI I 

VI ] 
Q1= [ - All: Qz =[ -(1..+ 1)I'vl 

_ [- (A + 1)1'v2 ] 
Q3 - - (A -l)I'v2 

Sv-2xv-2 = Av [1(v_2)-(I/v) l(v-2) l'(v-2~ 

Utilising (4.2) and characterization of connectedness due to 
Cbakraboni [2], we have the following result. 

Theorem 5.2: A BIB design dey, b, r, k, A) with v> 3 is robust against 
tbe interchange of two distinct treatments bctween its two blocks according 
to connectedness criterion. 

Proof. Consider the last row of infonnation matrix, identify the nOll-zero 
elements of this row. Now, if at least one clement in any row above these 
elemcnts is nOll-zero, then design is connected (Chakraboni [2]). On observing 
the infonnatioll matrix C* (4.2), it is clear tlIat submatrix S bas all non-zero 
elements. It is sufficient to show that there is at least olle Iloll-zero entry ill 
ally row of the submatrix Q of C* also. For any BIB design d, A~ 1. Using 
vO+v1 +V2 +P = v-2 and p+vO+VI +v2 >1, for v>3, atleast one of 

p. YO' vI' v'2. is nOll-zero. If either one of p or Vo or both v 1 and v 2 is nOll-zero. 

thell all the entries in Q1 or Q4 are nOll-zero and thus the design d* is connected. 

When p = Vo = 0, then atleast one of v I and v2 is non zero. Then for 

kl = kz = k in Table 2.1 and relation c = p + Xl + x2 (2.6) we get 

(4.3) 

We shan now consider different cases for the choice of affected blocks, 

Case I: Xl = Xz = O. From (4.3) and Table 2.1, we get 

c = 0, v = 2k and VI = v2 = k-l 

Since k ~ 2, therefore vI and v2 are positive integers and hence d* is 

cOllnected. 

Case ll: Xl = X2 = 1. From (4.3) and Table 2.1, we get 

e = 2. v = 2(k - 1) and VI = V2 = k - 2 
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Now v > 3 and v = 2(k -1) implies k;::: 3 and bence VI and v2 are positive 

integers thus d* will be connected. 

Case /11: One of the xt(t = 1,2) is 1 and other is 0 then from (4.3), we 

get c = I, v = 2k - 1. Tben we bave either of tbe following values for 
andv ,v = k-landv = k-20rv = k-2alldv = k-l.Sincev>3,vl 2 I 2 1 2 

v = 2k 1 implies that k > 2. Hence, VI and v2 are positive integers and d* 

is connected. 

Remark 4.1: If v = 3, k = 2 either of VI or v2 is necessarily 0 and with 

p = Vo = 0, ouly one of Q. or Qz exists and for I.. = 1, we shall have zero 

element in olle of the rows of Q and tltUS design is not connected. Thus the 
only BIB design for which design d* is disconnected is d(3, 3, 2, 2, 1). 

Efficiency Criterion 

We have proved tllat a BIB design v > 3 is robust against tbe interchange 
of treatments according to connectedness criterion against interchange of a pair 
of treatments in two blocks of the design. The efficiency of design d* relative 
to d using (3.3) is 

E = 1 - XlIX + Y] 	 (4.4) 

where X = 8(k - c -1) - 2(x l + x )(3 + I..v) - 4xl~ and2

Y = (v _1)[I..2V
2 -4{k -c- 1) - (xl + x2)(3 + I..v) + 2XtX2) 

The relative eflicieucies of tlle existellt BIB desiglls from Raghavarao [18], 
Kageyama [11] and Hall (9] have been studied for all three cases of incidences 
of interchanged treatments lIsing conne~edlij!SS criterion. Since the expression 
of E ill (4.4) is dependent upon 'c~ the nw11ber of common treaUllellts in two 
blocks and also the values of Xl alid ~;tile exact efficiencies have been worked 

. q< 

out for the following three classes of BIB designs: 

1. 	 Symmetric, C = I.. (Case I and III for designs with I.. = 1 and all the 
three cases for designs with I.. > 11. 

2. 	 Resolvable (aff~ted blocks belong to same replication c = 0, only 
Case I is possible]. 

3. 	 Affine resol\labl~ (GroU)) (a), c = 0 when affected blocks belong to the 
same replication only Case I is possible]; Grollp(b), c = k2/v when 
affccted blocks belong to different replications (c = 1; Case I & III; 
c > 1; Case I, II & III]. 
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For other BIB designs not belonging to sub-classes 1 to 3, lower and 
upper bounds of relative efficiencies using the lower and uPIX!r bounds of 'c' 
viz. Max {O, 2k - v, k - r + A}::; c::; Min {k -1, [{r(r - k - A) + 2Ak}/rJ}; where 
[.] denotes the greatest integer function, has been obtained. 

It has been observed that for the design ill classes 1 to 3 in most of the 
designs the loss in infonnation is less than 1% and hence are robust except 
for very few designs whcre the loss of efficiency is more than 5%. The list 
of such dcsigns is given in Table 4.3. 

Tahle4.3 

v b r k A Subclass % loss in efficiency 

Case I Case II Case 1lI 

4 4 3 3 2 synunctric 33 14 

5 5 4 4 3 symmetric 10 

7 7 3 3 symmetric 15 

4 6 3 2 affine resolvable 

Case (a) 19 

Case (b) 49 

For tbe designs not belonging to subclasses 1 10 3, it bas been observed 
that the lower bOllnd on efficiency for the design with v > 7 is grealer than 
0.95 and hence are robust. 

4.3 	 Equireplicatcd NOIl-prolX!r Variance Balanced Block Designs of Gupta 
and Jones [7] 

Here we have considered the designs with two distinct block sizes, whet) 
affected blocks are of (i) same sizes either are idcntical in treatments or disjoint 
(ii) disjoint blocks of ditTerent sizes. For each of such cases the efficiency is 
found to be greater than 0.95 except for the designs with parameters 
v 6, b:::: 18, r 8, kl = 2, ~ = 3; v = 6, b = 18, r::: 8, k j = 2, 

~ = 4; v:::: 6, b:::: 24, r = 9, kl :::: 2, ~ :::: 3; v 8, b = 12, r:::: 6, 

k( :::: 2, ~ = 4 and v = 8, b = 20, r 9, kl = 2, ~ = 4. 

In these designs the loss in efficiency is about 10 to 12% when the blocks 
are identical and are of size 2. Thus we conclude that the designs with 
v > 8 bclonging to this class are robust. 

----------~.--- ..~.. --------~ ~ ------- 
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4.4 Unequireplicated and Non-proper VBD's of Kageyama [12] 

The designs in this series have thc parameters v = p + 2, 
b = m+p+l. r' = (p+l,(m+l)l'p+l)' k' = «p+l)l'm' 21'p+l) where 

p > 1 is an odd natural number and III = (p + 1 )12. Hcre, we have either blocks 
of size 2 or (p + 1) and conscquently the pair of affected blocks could be each 
of size 2 (Case I), size p + 1 (Case II) and of size 2 or (p + 1) (Case III). 
For each of slich cases using (3.3) the relative efficiencies of resulting design 
d* havc been workcd out for odd p in 3 ::; p ::; 45. The relative efficiencies bave 
been found to be greater than 0.95 [or p > 5. For p = 3, it varied from 0.72 
to 0.85 in different cases of affected blocks (cxcept for Case III when affcctcd 
blocks arc disjoint and of different sizes). For p 5, the rclative efficiency 
is fOllnd to be 0.90 (Case I) and 0.89 (Case III). Thus, we conclude Ulat this 
series of binary variance balanced designs is robust for p > 5. However, it is 
interesting to note that this series is also robust according to cOllnectedness 
criterion against interchange of a pair of treatments. 

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

In any experiment it is assumed that each plot receives the treatment 
allotted to it but due to mcchanical error or by accident it may not happen. 
The interchange of treatment between t~o blocks is one of such possibilities. 
Various classes of binary variance balanced block designs viz. ReBD, BIBD, 
VBD's of Gupta and Jones (7] and of Kagcyallla [12] are robust against the 
interchange of a pair of treat.mcnts between any two blocks of the design except 
for few designs in various classes witll V::; 8 and k::; 4. However, the study 
of robustness aspects of VBD's when tbere is interchange of more than one 
pair of trcatments is under investigation. Similar studies for other classes of 
designs viz. partially balanced block designs or row cohunn design would be 
of intercst. 
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